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Abstract: The Physical Internet (PI) concept is going to bring a disruptive change in the 

world of logistics, enabling effective and efficient supply-chain operation management. A key 

building block of the PI is the smart container, the physical dual of the Digital Internet packet 

which will provide unprecedented real-time visibility over the goods flowing in the supply-

chain. Internet of Things (IoT) systems are expected to play a crucial role in the 

implementation of smart containers, providing the needed pervasive and hyperconnected 

sensing infrastructure. While IoT sensor networks have always been used as an effective 

means to collect and transmit information in a wide range of operational systems, the 

modularity and dynamicity of the PI scenario introduce a number of new challenges to be 

addressed in terms of system architecture and interoperability. The paper discusses the 

solutions that are being developed in the context of the EU H2020 ICONET project to tackle 

those challenges, paving the way to future developments of the PI. 

Keywords: Physical Internet, Internet of Things, IoT system architecture for PI, smart 

containers, modularity, interoperability. 

1 Introduction 

The Physical Internet (PI) is a boundary spanning field of research launched by Montreuil B. 

et al. (2012), which aims to optimize logistics processes and enable effective and sustainable 

supply chains by applying the concepts of the Digital Internet (DI) to the physical world. The 

idea behind the PI is to connect and synchronize all logistics networks to create a 

collaborative physical network of networks, capable of autonomously optimizing the 

shipment of encapsulated goods of several types and sizes in compliance with different 

Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements by means of routing protocols, tracking mechanisms 

and interoperability standards.  

Though the lessons learned from the DI can guide the development of an efficient global 

logistic network, the PI is inherently different from the DI because of the nature of the 

transported items, which are physical objects in the first case and digital information in the 

second. Nevertheless, the PI will reach a level of pervasiveness and complexity that only a 

massive exploitation of the Information and Communication Technologies will allow supply 

chain and logistics stakeholders to manage. In particular, the Internet of Things (IoT) 

paradigm is expected to play a crucial role in filling the gap between the physical and the 

digital realms, strictly coupling them. In fact, IoT can provide the necessary technological 
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layer to create digital twins of physical logistics flows, which can be operated by resorting to 

well-known and widespread DI concepts and technologies. 

In this paper we build on the outcomes of the EU H2020 ICONET project, whose main goal is 

to extend the state-of-the-art research and development around the PI concept by designing a 

new networked architecture for interconnected logistics hubs and by developing  a cloud-

based PI framework and platform. In this paper we investigate the role that IoT can play in the 

design of hyperconnected and interoperable “smart containers” as building blocks of the PI 

architecture. We report the requirements highlighted in this respect by the ICONET industrial 

partners and we propose possible solutions which will be tested in the ICONET Living Labs. 

2 State of the art 

The first relevant initiative towards the development of interconnected logistics at the 

European level was the EU FP7 Modulushca project, which focused on the design of modular 

and composable PI-containers able to establishing digital interconnectivity with each other. 

To achieve this goal the project stated that each PI-container must have a unique worldwide 

identifier in the PI networks (by using, for example, Electronic Product Code with Global 

Returnable Asset Identifier), and that PI-containers must always be trackable, monitorable 

and interoperable with each other and with other PI actors (by featuring long and short range 

communication technologies).  

Montreuil et al. (2016) envisaged three modular categories of PI-containers, respectively the 

transport, handling and packaging levels, which allow containers to efficiently complement 

each other through encapsulation and composition, achieving this way a better use of the 

means of transportation. 

Krommenacker et al. (2016) proposed the use of wireless sensors networks to facilitate the 

composition and decomposition of PI containers. In their setting wireless nodes are attached 

to each container and store information about the container. According to their transmission 

range the nodes create a spontaneous multi-hop network and expose themselves a single 

virtual container. 

An holonic framework formalizing the encapsulation and composition mechanisms is 

presented by Sallez et al. (2016). Here containers provided with different level of activeness, 

namely the capability to acquire proprioceptive and exteroceptive information and take 

decisions, are made able to autonomously combine with each other to increase efficiency. 

All the mentioned works envisage a massive use of sensing and communication technologies 

on containers to make them packets flowing in the PI. In this direction, several IoT products 

enabling the smart containers concept are today available on the market.  

Just to mention a few, we cite the DHL SmartSensor, providing through GSM information 

about temperature, humidity, shock, light, and location data to customers which can be used 

by logistics companies to change the process and transportation route in case any of the 

conditions laid down by customers for their goods are not satisfied.  

Another available solution enabling smart containers is offered by TRAXENS: TRAXENS-

BOX S+ are permanently attached to containers and collect data such as GPS position, 

temperature, impacts, movement, and vibration. The sensors are connected via a wireless 

TRAXENS-NET network, through which data is transmitted to the TRAXENS-HUB cloud. 

Finally, we report the smart container logistics security seal by Ineo-sense, employing Clover-

Net, LoRa, and NFC for communication and sophisticated sensors for monitoring.  
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3 PI Smart containers: architectural requirements 

Smart containers are the physical duals of DI packets. Just like DI packets, they can be 

encapsulated (e.g., in a boat) and arranged in flows. Unlike DI packets, however, their 

retransmission as a result of loss or corruption implies costs and delays which are much less 

tolerated. For this reason, they must be avoided or at least timely detected. In other words, 

Supply Chain Visibility (SCV) for parts, components and products must be ensured 

throughout all the network, from producers to consumers. Being consistently aware of the 

status of goods inside containers allows in fact to take proactive actions to avoid products 

deterioration or, in case unrecoverable damages are detected, to arrange proper 

countermeasures without waiting for the unserviceable goods to reach their destination or to 

identify who is liable for the damage. 

To achieve this goal, smart containers must provide functionalities related to: 

 goods routing and tracking: each PI “packet” has to be tracked, making its position 

available to all the stakeholders interested on the shipped goods (shippers, senders, 

receivers, customs, port authorities, canal authorities, etc). To enable the 

implementation of the goods’ routing services (as in the DI), the PI platform  has to 

know the correct position of the goods. In this scenario, IoT will support PI routing 

issues answering to the question Where? and When? (i.e., providing geo&time-

referenced information). 

 goods continuous monitoring: each PI “packet” has to be continuously monitored, 

making its status known at any time and answering to the questions “How?”. To 

enable the implementation of the same service done by “CRC” in the DI, the goods 

has to be monitored to understand whether a packet is “corrupted” or not. 

These user level requirements result in the following system architecture requirements: 

 IoT enablement: to provide information about the PI packet an IoT communication 

infrastructure has to be set-up, enabling the communication from the field toward the 

PI platform. An IoT enabled PI environment requires the deployment (or the 

exploitation of already deployed) of an IoT network to communicate to the PI 

platform the data collected from the field. 

 Interoperability: in fact the IoT environment must be able to communicate with the 

PI open platform and with the stakeholders involved along the supply-chain. 

 Modularity: since the need of monitoring modular PI “packets” (packets, container, 

group of containers), also the IoT environment has to be modular, enabling the 

continuous monitoring and the tracking of the goods. Each PI module (“packet”) has 

to be IoT connected, thus continuously providing information about itself. 

 Composability: given the modularity of the “PI packets”, they can be encapsulated 

into other packets, according to a hierarchy. This behaviour has to be considered also 

in the design of the IoT environment. All the IoT elements must be composable in 

networks to allow the monitoring of encapsulated goods. 

 IoT networks pervasivity: since each PI packed has to be continuously monitored, it 

has to be connected with the PI platform all along the logistics chain (from the sender 

to be receiver). An IoT enabled PI environment has to provide a pervasive network 

solution, thus ubiquitously connecting the PI “packets” to the PI platform. 

 Edge computing enablement: the exploitation of edge computing devices will enable 

the distribution of intelligence along the network. Edge computers are IoT devices 
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equipped with computational capability and extended memory, positioned at the edge 

of the IoT data collection chain. Edge computers can enable the local data processing 

(e.g., detection of an alarm), the cooperation of the PI IoT environment with different 

operators (also on the field, e.g., truck drivers can understand what is happening 

within the transported containers) and external devices/infrastructure (e.g., Intelligent 

Transport Systems, communicating for example the transport infrastructure). 

 Resilience on data loss: the PI IoT environment has to consider devices with local 

storage functionalities to maintain data when the communication with the remote 

platform is not available (e.g., in the middle of the sea or inside a tunnel). Alongside 

there will be a need to extend global access to PI data nodes with increased satellite 

power, coverage and bandwidth. 

While IoT sensor networks have always been used as an effective means to collect and 

transmit information in a wide range of operational systems, the modularity and dynamicity of 

the PI scenario, as shaped in the discussed requirements, introduce a number of new 

challenges to be addressed in terms of system architecture and interoperability. In the 

following subsections we extensively discuss such challenges and we propose possible 

solutions. 

3.1 IoT system architecture for PI smart containers 

The most general architecture for Industrial IoT systems is the so-called three-tier architecture 

pattern. This pattern includes the edge, platform and enterprise tiers, which play specific roles 

in processing the data and control flows and which are connected by three networks, namely 

the proximity, access and service networks  (Figure 1). 

The edge tier collects data from a wide range of sensors, actuators, devices, control systems 

and assets using the proximity network. The architectural characteristics of this tier, including 

the edge nodes’ types and  their breadth of distribution and location, vary depending on the 

specific applications. 

The platform tier consolidates and analyses data flows from the edge tier and provides 

management functions for devices and assets which can be leveraged by the enterprise tier. It 

also offers non-domain specific services such as data query and analytics. 

The enterprise tier implements domain-specific applications and decision-making support 

systems and provides interfaces to end-users including operation specialists. The enterprise 

tier receives data flows from the edge and platform tiers and issues control commands to 

them. 

The tiers are interconnected by different networks: 

 the proximity network connects with each other the edge nodes, typically organized as 

one or more clusters, and each cluster with a gateway which acts as a bridge toward 

other networks. The nature of the proximity network is application dependent; 

 the access network provides the connectivity for the data and control flows between 

the edge and the platform tiers. It may be a corporate or a virtual private network, or a 

4G/5G network; 

 the service network enables connectivity between the platform tier services  and the 

enterprise tier. It may be a virtual private network or the Internet itself. 
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Figure 1: Three-tier system architecture 

Usually, the reference IoT architecture adopts a gateway-mediated edge connectivity and 

management pattern (Figure 2). This pattern basically comprises a local area network of edge 

nodes connected to a wide area network through an edge gateway. The gateway isolates the 

edge nodes and behaves as single-entry point toward the access network, breaking down this 

way the complexity of the IoT system by localizing operations and controls, so that it can 

easily scale up both in numbers of managed assets and networking. The gateway can also play 

the role of management and data aggregation point for devices and assets, hosting locally 

deployed control logic and data analytics processes. 

The local network can be arranged according to different topologies:  

 the hub-and-spoke topology: in this case the edge nodes are connected to each other 

through the gateway, which has a direct connection with the managed edge nodes, and 

the capability to interact with the platform tier conveying in-flow data and out-flow 

control; 

 the mesh network topology: in this case some of the edge nodes have routing 

capabilities, and therefore the routing paths between edge and to the gateway may 

change dynamically. This topology is best suited to provide broad area coverage for 

low-power and low-data rate applications on resource-constrained devices that are 

geographically distributed.  

In both topologies the edge nodes are not directly accessible from the wide area network, but 

they can be reached through the gateway, acting as an endpoint for the wide area network by 

providing routing and address translation. In this scenario, the gateway provides: 

 Local IoT connectivity through wired serial buses and short-range wireless protocols. 

New communication technologies are continuously emerging in new deployments;  

 Network and protocol bridging supporting various data transfer modes between the 

edge nodes and the wide area network: asynchronous, streaming, event-based and 

store-and-forward; 

 Local data processing including aggregation, transformation, filtering, consolidation 

and analytics;  
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 Device and asset control and management functionalities to manage the edge nodes 

locally and via the wide area network; 

 Site-specific decision and application logic relevant within the local scope. 

 

 

Figure 2: Gateway-Mediated Edge Connectivity and Management Pattern 

 

Although widely tried and tested in several scenarios, the described patterns fall short in the 

PI context. Indeed, since smart containers are expected to be encapsulated in an unpredictable 

manner depending on wide range of ever-changing parameters, and since their physical 

characteristics may interfere with the communication technologies adopted in this context 

(e.g. containers are often Faraday cages preventing the use of a unique pervasive wireless 

technology), the PI gateways may not be able to reach a remote destination directly, but they 

can/must pass through a (not known in advance) hierarchy of gateways. In other words, PI 

gateways must be able to dynamically set up opportunistic networks to deliver their services.  

In this direction, in this paper we propose a recursive version of the gateway-mediated edge 

connectivity and management pattern, as depicted in Figure 3. In this architecture every 

single local area network, which can be mapped in the PI context to a smart container, has to 

interoperate with an arbitrary number of local area networks, resulting in IoT systems shaped 

as network of networks. To support this architecture PI gateways must be able to self-

organize themselves in properly arranged networks by providing all the interoperability and 

security functionalities required by such a heterogeneous and challenging scenario. 

Moreover, since containers cannot know in advance which other containers they will have to 

interact with, interoperability mechanisms between the corresponding IoT networks must be 

put in place. 
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Figure 3: Recursive Gateway-mediated Edge Connectivity and Management pattern 

 

4 PI Smart Containers: interoperability requirements 

The IoT world is fragmented. This fragmentation is mainly due to the diverse options of 

connectivity for end devices provided by manufacturers. We have seen a dramatic growth of 

communication technology for IoT in the market, targeting different domains. Moreover, 

there is a variety of application protocols to connect to the Internet with many data formats 

that could be exploited. Besides, vendors tend to create their own IoT platform exploiting 

proprietary protocol that lead to the creation of vertical IoT silos.  

The main goal of interoperability is to enable different systems to cooperate in a seamless 

manner. Broadly speaking, interoperability can be defined as a measure of the degree to 

which diverse systems, organizations, and/or individuals are able to work together to achieve 

a common goal. In essence, interoperability allows different systems to understand each other 

even though they speak in different languages.  

Interoperability classification for the IoT domain is provided by ETSI (2008), which identify 

the following interoperability layers (Figure 4): 

 Technical Interoperability: usually associated with hardware/software components, 

systems and platforms that enable machine-to-machine communication to take place. 

This level of interoperability focuses mainly on the communication protocols and the 

infrastructures/platforms for those protocols to operate. 

 Syntactic Interoperability: usually associated with data formats such as RDF, XML, 

JSON. 

 Semantic Interoperability: usually associated with the meaning of content and 

concerns the human rather than machine interpretation of the content. Thus, 
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interoperability on this level means that there is a common understanding between two 

systems on the exchanged data. 

 Organizational Interoperability: the ability to effectively communicate and transfer 

meaningful data even though they may be using a variety of different information 

systems over widely different infrastructures, possibly across different geographic 

regions and cultures. Organizational interoperability depends on successful technical, 

syntactic and semantic interoperability.  

 

 

Figure 4: Dimensions of interoperability 

Six generic interoperability design patterns (Figure 5) have been identified by IoT-

EPI (2018) fostering the implementation of interoperable and easily reusable systems: 

 cross platform access pattern,  envisaging a unique interface specification for 

applications or services to access different platforms. This pattern allows 

different platforms from different providers to interoperate through a common 

interface. 

 cross application domain access pattern, which extends the previous one by 

allowing services/applications to access information and functions not only 

from different platforms, but also from different domains contained in one 

platform.  

 platform-independence pattern, which aims at allowing a single application 

or service to be used on top of different IoT platforms. 

 platform-scale independence pattern, which hides different platform scales 

towards the connecting services and applications. The IoT platforms can be 

categorized according to their scale as server-level platforms which can 

manage a large number of devices and a huge amount of data, fog-level 

platforms which can handle data with limited spatial-temporal scope, and 

device-level platforms which allows direct access to sensors and actuators, and 

host a small amount of data. 

 higher-level service facades patterns, extending the interoperability 

requirements from platforms to higher-level services. The purpose of this 

pattern is to enable the management of platforms, services, and functions 

through a common API. Thus, a service acts as a facade towards an IoT 

platform and use or process the IoT resources provided from different IoT 

platforms to offer value-added functionalities. 

 platform-to-platform pattern,  enabling existing applications to use 

resources managed and operated by other federated platforms as if they were 

offered by a single platform. This pattern facilitates the communication 

between two platforms in technical, syntactic, and even semantic manner. By 
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implementing this feature, the pattern also supports the idea of effective 

communication between organizations/infrastructure defined by the 

organizational interoperability. 

Figure 5: Interoperability design patterns 

4.1 Considerations regarding interoperability within PI environments 

One of the biggest issues within PI regards the cooperation of the different platforms owned 

by the different stakeholders involved in the logistics transactions, to realise an open PI 

environment. For this reason a common language has to be defined between the different 

platforms, implementing both the semantic and organisational interoperability (following the 

ETSI interoperability layers mapping, as depicted in Figure 6).  
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Regarding the IoT components, they are usually connected with the Cloud platform owned by 

the mentioned stakeholders. For example, the tracking information will be collected by the 

shipper platform and, afterwards, shared with the common PI platform. In this scenario, the 

IoT components have to satisfy the technical and syntactical interoperability, thus focusing on 

the connection between sensor nodes and the IoT gateway, and the connection between the 

IoT gateway and the cloud server.  

Figure 6 ETSI interoperability layers mapping 

5 Validation activities 

The validation activities of the work proposed in this paper will be realised within the Living 

Lab 2 (LL2) of the ICONET project, called Corridor-centric PI Network. This LL aims at the 

implementation of IoT solutions for transforming typical transport corridors into PI corridors, 

enhancing the reliability of intermodal connections, thus implementing the so called 

“synchromodality”. The implementation of synchromodal logistics transaction will allow 

decision-making regarding delays, pulling forward loads and modal shift. LL2 will implement 

a fully interoperable IoT-enabled synchromodal corridor and it will be tested along the two 

corridors depicted in Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata. and Errore. L'origine 

riferimento non è stata trovata.. 

Figure 7: Corridor Mechelen (B) - West Thurrock (UK) 
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Figure 8: Corridor Mechelen (B) - Agnadello (I) 

Particularly, in this LL the physical container will be upgraded to become a PI Smart 

Container, thus  equipped with both IoT sensors, and an interoperable remote communication, 

to dispatch the data remotely toward the PI remote platform. 

As discussed in Sec. 3, the PI Smart Containers will be evaluated in terms of the 

improvements they will be able to introduce with regard to the KPI depicted in Table 1. 

KPI ID KPI Name KPI Description 

KPI_01 Goods monitoring Continuously monitor product position, time and 
quality, which will allow a better control of the 
logistic efficiency, and of damaged, lost and stolen 
products (answering to the following 3 questions: 
When, Where, How?). 

KPI_02 Product safety Improve the product safety, especially for 
perishable products (e.g., food or pharmaceutical 
products). 

KPI_03 Support decision making 
processes 

Supporting the planning activities and managing 
emergencies more quickly. 

KPI_04 Real time reporting Make real-time goods’ information available and 
for all stakeholder involved in the transaction. 

Table 1: Smart Containers KPIs 

The instance of the generic architecture of Figure 3 to implement the PI Smart Container is 

depicted in Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata., where each container will be 

equipped with an optimised and battery powered gateway capable to: 

1. Collect data from sensors nodes deployed within the container (e.g., the presence of

certain goods, the environmental temperature and the humidity, …).

2. Dispatch these data, remotely in a geo&time-referenced manner.
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Figure 9: PI Smart Container network architecture 

5.1 The considered devices 

The considered hardware devices for the implementation of container tracking and monitoring 

services (and developed by New Generation Sensors within the ICONET project) are: 

 The FLEXX tracker, that represents the first step toward the realisation of the “Smart

PI-container”. In fact, it will be in charge of collecting position and time information

of the considered PI-containers and dispatch those toward the Cloud platform, thus

answering to the questions “Where?” and “When?”. Moreover, on-board sensors will

allow the container internal monitoring, thus answering to the question “How?”.

 The Micro-FLEXX gateway will aim of implementing an advanced release of the

Smart Container. This release will allow to track the container along the corridors, but

also to: (i) monitor the presence of connected PI-packets encapsulated within it (e.g.,

monitoring pallets within the container, in a “groupage
1
” configuration); (ii) collect

added value environmental data inside/outside the container, exploiting short range

IoT protocols.

5.1.1 Implemented interoperability patterns 

As defined in Sec. 4.1, the interoperability level considered to connect the IoT environment 

with the remote Cloud platform are the first two in the ETSI mapping (see Figure 4, i.e., 

technical and the syntactic level).  

On the other hand, the interoperability patterns applied to connect the remote cloud platforms 

together with the IoT environment depends directly the considered protocol. In the scenario of 

FLEXX tracker and Micro-FLEXX gateway, the exploitation of a mobile IoT protocol (e.g., 

GPRS, NB-IoT, LTE Cat-M, …) allows the application of the Platform-to-Platform pattern at 

the technical level (see Figure 10), where the messages sent are managed by the intermediate 

platform owned by the telecom provider. This interoperability pattern will be considered for 

all the gateways in the case these are connected exploiting a mobile IoT protocol (exploiting 

JSON over HTTP representation), and it will enable the architecture depicted in Errore. 

L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata..  

1
 Groupage is the same as LCL (Less than Container Load). Transporting a shipment with other goods in the 

container is referred to as LCL. That means that multiple LCL shipments with different Bills of Lading and 

different owners can be loaded in a single container. Any space used in the container is subject to a charge. 
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Figure 10 Platform-to-Platform pattern 

6 Conclusion 

The end PI goal is to realize efficient logistics transactions, in order to reduce their cost and 

their impact on the environment. In this paper we highlighted that IoT is a keystone 

technology of the PI framework, since it provides the continuous flow of information needed 

to implement the so-called synchro-modal functionalities. In fact, exploiting the data collected 

from the IoT sensors, the PI environment and the platforms on which it is based can retrieve 

the position and the status of the goods in a time referenced manner, answering to the 

questions: “When?”, “Where?” and “How?”.  

To define an innovative and generalized IoT architecture capable of enabling synchro-modal 

functionalities in the PI environment we analysed the requirements highlighted by domain and 

TLC experts in the context of the ICONET project. The architecture we propose in this paper 

answers on the one hand to the inherent modularity of logistics, and on the other hand to the 

hierarchy derived by the encapsulation capabilities of packets, pallets and containers. For 

these reasons, an innovative, opportunistic and pervasive IoT network architecture is designed 

to provide connectivity to all the actors involved in the logistics transactions.  

This report describes the need to implement both technical and syntactic interoperability 

functionalities for the IoT and the remote communication networks, thus simplifying the 

integration of commercial-of-the-shelf sensors nodes and the integration with the PI platforms 

respectively. From these considerations, a set of different protocols (standardized and not) and 

interoperability patterns are evaluated and selected. 

The architectural and interoperability solutions presented in this paper are planned to be 

extensively assessed in the ICONET Living Labs, providing a sound ground for future PI 

development. 
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